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QUESTION 1

What should be in a managed bean, rather than a backing bean? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. code that manipulates the color of a text field on a JSF page 

B. data that is used to decide if a field is shown as mandatory or not 

C. data that is used on another page in the task flow 

D. code that opens a pop-up in the page 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements are true about af:tree? (Choose two.) 

A. You can show only one outputText per node in aftree. 

B. To modify the data fields shown in a node of a tree created with ADF binding, you need to edit the tree bindings. 

C. You can specify a filter for a tree\\'s node based on an attribute value at design time. 

D. Trees can display, at the most, a three-level-deep hierarchy. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

Identify three actions you can perform by entering a URL in a browser address bar. (Choose three.) 

A. Navigate to a specific page in an unbounded task flow. 

B. Navigate to the first page in a bounded task flow with page fragments. 

C. Navigate to a page in a bounded task flow with regular pages. 

D. Navigate to the second page in a bounded task flow with regular pages. 

E. Pass parameters to a bounded task flow with regular pages. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two scopes can you use to make a value in a managed bean available for at least three pages in a task (low?
(Choose two.) 
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A. request 

B. pageflow 

C. view 

D. application 

E. server 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements are true about unbounded task flows? (Choose two.) 

A. They must have a defined entry point. 

B. They must have a defined exit point 

C. They may pass parameters to bounded task flows. 

D. They can use method calls but not routers to control navigation. 

E. Parameters cannot be passed to an unbounded task flow. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 6

During design time, you define two root application modules, each with a single view object. At run time, you have a
single page exposing each view object as a separate table on the same page. Three users access the page at run time
simultaneously 

Disregarding application module pooling, how many application module instances are instantiated to serve the three
users at run time? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. 0 

B. 1 

C. 2 

D. 3 

E. 6 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 7
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When you manually create a binding such as an attribute value binding, what name would you give to the binding?
(Choose the best answer.) 

A. a name that reflects the Ul component to which it is bound 

B. the page name suffixed with the Ul component name to which it is bound 

C. the page name suffixed with the data control name 

D. the name of the data control attribute to which the binding refers 

E. an EL (Expression Language) of the form #{bindmgs value} 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

you nave wnnen a uroovy vanaaiion expression ror me tmpioyees enuiy ODjea. now wouia you customize ine error
message to snow rne vaiue 01 rne LastName attribute as all uppercase? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Add a token to the validation error message and define the token value as LastName toUpperCase(). 

B. Add a token to the validation error message and define the token value as adf.object.hints toUpperCase. 

C. Add a token to the validation error message and define the token value as adf.object.hints value toUpperCase 

D. Manually change the error string in the ModelBundle.properties file to be uppercase. 

E. insert adf error raise ("" + LastName tollpperCaseO) into the validation code as part of the failure processing. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 9

Which three statements are true about the default value for an entity object attribute? (Choose three.) 

A. it can be a literal value. 

B. it can be defined by a Groovy expression. 

C. it can be defined by a SQL select statement. 

D. it can be defined by an Expression Language (EL) statement. 

E. it can be defined by referencing a database stored procedure. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 10

Which statement is true about creating a method at the application module level? (Choose the best answer.) 
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A. You cannot create methods at the application module level. 

B. Application module methods provide an interface for the view layer to call custom business logic that may work
across multiple data views. 

C. Application module methods are best suited to writing validation logic for entity objects. 

D. Methods in an application module allow you to manipulate Ul components in the ViewController project 

E. Because ADF provides no way at run time to automatically create or delete view object records, you must create
application module methods to do this. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Consider the following code: 

 

At run time, a user modifies the value in the af:inputText control, then presses afcommandButton 

Assuming no errors are raised, which option represents the managed bean code invoked in the correct 

order1? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. myBean handleChange, myBean doAction, myBean.qetDestination 

B. myBean.doAction, myBean handleChange, myBean.getDestination 

C. myBean.handleChange, myBean.doAction 

D. myBean.doAction, myBean.handleChange 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

you access a page in your auh application mat reters to Dinaings caning auh business components. 

Which statement is true at run time about the ADF Business Component application module? (Choose the best
answer.) 

A. An application module is automatically instantiated (or each user session and allocated to that user for the life of their
session. 

B. The programmer must instantiate an application module in a JSF managed bean and carry the application module for
the life of the user session. 

C. One application module bean is instantiated and shared by all user sessions. 

D. An application module instance is checked out of the application module pool and given to the user session for at
least that request, or longer depending 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Which three statements are true about afpanelTabbed? (Choose three.) 

A. Tab position can be only top or bottom. 

B. Content inside a tab can stretch horizontally. 

C. You can use i cons i nstead of text on tabs. 

D. You can have only one disclosed tab at a time. 

E. You cannot have an afpaneffabbed component inside one of the tabs. 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 14

You want to configure an application so that users can shop for products anonymously without authentication, and must
then authenticate after they enter the checkout process How would you enable this requirement? (Choose the best
answer) 

A. Grant roles access rights to the task flow containing the checkout process 

B. Ensure the task flow containing the shopping process is unbounded 

C. Remove ADF Security for the application and replace it with Java EE Security for the task flow containing the
checkout process 

D. Add a view containing a login form to the task flow containing the checkout process 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

Which two statements describe the characteristics of an application module? (Choose two) A. ft provides the database
transaction for the queries that it encapsulates. 

B. it defines view object instances to implement an application use case. 

C. it defines entity object instances to implement an application use case. 

D. There is a one-to-one mapping between view objects and application modules. 

E. Each ADF application has only one application module. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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